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i chose the 91 byte sha1 hash type for my cracking machine so i could more
easily brute force the wifi passwords. but for the sake of simplicity, i decided to
slow the machine down by reducing its hash rate to roughly 10,000 hashes per
second. after smashing the first 5,000 networks hashes, i decided to revisit the
tel aviv area where i had previously done much of the research to determine if
any new wifi networks had been introduced in the area. sure enough, every one
of the remaining 4,000 networks was vulnerable to my attack. this means that
some 3.5 million unique wifi passwords were still vulnerable to my exploit. using
a passphrase strength of 6-12 (20-60 bits), i was able to crack the passwords
from 4,000 of the 4,000 networks in under a minute. using 7-15 (28-72 bits), i
was able to crack the passwords in 7 minutes. these are not strong enough to be
usable today, but were only tested with a single vulnerability and obviously keep
changing as code gets updated. i'm convinced that in some time, someone with
access to a few million dollars could use this vulnerability and be unopposed.
that is a huge and growing concern. whether you're a security manager, an it
administrator, or a company's senior management, make sure your wifi networks
are secure. this attack only works when the network is configured to use a pre-
shared key (psk). in the image below, i have a pre-shared key configured on my
iphone with a 128-bit key. the first image shows that your iphone cannot decrypt
the pre-shared key for a different router, and the second image shows that the
pre-shared key is not being used for the wifi network.
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once you got the list of custom ssids (or know the ones that you want), generate
the corresponding pmkids for all of them. the pmkids must be in the same format

as the pmkid retrieved from the ap when you cracked it. in the case of my wifi,
the pmkids were in the format of

04426f00a046db5cdd4df2287ba1290b537c8a500f8aa53a2d. this means that the
pmk must be in

04426f00a046db5cdd4df2287ba1290b537c8a500f8aa53a2d03890ce. then, we
generate pmkid pmkids from the pmk using the pmkid and the information

retrieved from your custom ssids and passphrases (and your pmkid and ssid are
in the same format). when you first run the program, it creates a file called
wifipassword.txt under your home directory. this file is a list of all the wifi

networks that you have set up. you can open the file with any text editor. every
line of the file looks like this: 112345,password,mywifiname,mywifipassword this

is a wi-fi security feature. when you log in to a network, wifipassword.txt will
prompt you for the password. any password you enter is stored in a cookie that

will be used in future connections to the same network. this prevents others from
connecting to your wifi network without having the password. 5ec8ef588b
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